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St John the Baptist Purbrook
to house four
bells, though
only the single bell was
ever installed
and that was
hung with
full-circle
ringing fittings.
As its contribution to the
forthcoming
millennium
celebrations,
the parish
launched
a project
to replace
the, original
single bell
with a ring of
6 bells hung
for change
ringing. Valuable financial
assistance
was obtained
from the
Ringing in
e are in the centre of Purbrook,
yet 10 years old. A real mix of ages
the Millennium Project supported by
‘over the Hill’ to the North of
amongst our 19 ringers from 7 to 80+
funds from the National lottery as well
Portsmouth. Purbrook is a Parish of
years old sees us thoroughly enjoying
as from other charitable sources and
approximately 10,000 people shortly
both practice and service ringing.
support from the congregation.
to be enlarged by the southern part
Our small tower and very light ring of
In 1998 Nicholson Engineering comof the West of Waterlooville Major
six, especially as they are wired for tied menced the dismantling of the old bell
Development Area (a development of
bell ringing using a PC based simulaeventually 4,500 houses). Our Church tor, have proved an excellent facility for installation and the design and conis located in the extreme South Western learning in the hour before our regular struction of the new bell frame and fittings. The original bell together with its
corner of the Parish and has a Victorian Wednesday practice.
frame and fittings was taken to Buscot
Church building, a Church Hall that
in Oxfordshire where it forms the core
The History of Our Bells
has recently been renovated, and, in the
of a restored ring of four. The original
Until
1998
the
parish
possessed
a
single
shopping parade 500 yards south, is our
bell cast in 1892 by Mears & Stainbank clapper was presented back to us, and
Broadways Coffee Shop.
is to be seen on the south windowsill of
of Whitechapel .The bell measured 35
Our Ringers
3/8” in diameter and weighed approxi- the nave.
2008 is 150th anniversary year of St
mately 8cwt, The bell was hung in an
Nicholson began installation of the new
John’s the Baptist but the bells are not
oak bell frame designed and constructed bell frame, and new bells and fittings

W

from Whitechapel Bell Foundry on 24th May, 1999 when
the bells were delivered to the church, all being completed
ready for the first tryout of the new bells on Friday 11th
June, 1999.

ter is bound to happen soon.
Another factor, we believe is to make ringing fun, and
although we take our ringing seriously and safety is always
on our mind, dreadful jokes usually about little old ladies,
are never far below the
Bell
Note
Inscription 1
Inscription 2
Name
Weight
surface. That is probably
TreA
Purbrook Friendly Club
Fresh bronze
Ethe2cwt 1qtr
due to the majority of
ble
salt on sea air
dreda
other Purbrook ringers
striking the tongue
celebrating their second
2
G
John Blackett
Elizabeth 2cwt 2qtrs
childhood.
3
F
C&J Barker and family
Cecilia
2cwt 2qtrs 14lb
Another important
4
E
Lilian Ash (1904-1991)
Nicholas
3cwt 1qtr
recruitment factor has
been the support and
5
D
Diana & Roger Swithinbank Kathleen Dorothy Martin
Zechariah 4cwt
“Joy to the World”
(1949-1993)
encouragement of the
district welcoming
Tenor C
Robin Coutts - Vicar
1st Purbrook Brownie Pack
Agnes
5cwt 1qtr
Christopher Yeo - Philip Hill 2nd Purbrook Guide Company
Purbrook ringers to their
churchwardens
towers during district
“Gloria in Excelsis Deo”
practices and making
certain the youngsters
Visitors and Recruiting
are ‘included in’ and thus get a chance to socialise with others
Following up on a Portsmouth District initiative in 2006,
of their own age and interests.
which provided a ‘Train the trainers’ education day, Purbrook’s RM, Roy Grayson attended. Having learned the best Last year saw an education day on Plain Hunt and Bob
way to teach hand and back stroke he subsequently took on Doubles, specifically aimed at the youngsters of the district
and another is planned this year, to extend them further, with
the training of a local lad who lived in earshot of the bells,
a day on a minor method or two.
and ‘always wanted to learn’.
Shortly after that Melanie Richardson (daughter of John
Hunt, whom most of you will remember) returned to ringing, after finding other interests as a teenager, and shortly afterward introduced her eldest son Joel to the joys of ringing.
Mel is a Cub Scout leader at 2nd Waterlooville Scout Group,
and Joel a few months later brought his Gemini Pack to
an evening of church bell ringing skills, which contributed
toward his attaining his Chief Scout’s Silver Award.

Bell ringing for fund-raising

Apart from recruits an off shoot of the 3 or 4 cubs/scouts and
several guide company visits was that word spread locally that
adult groups were also welcome, as were their donations to
church funds accepted with delight and eagerness.
That’s a bit like being a public speaker and our calendar
shows a steady flow of visitors is expected this year.
Most first time visitors now achieve at least a back stroke to
rounds on their first attempt with Roy providing the handMel wrote about it for the Ringing World
stroke.
“Our regular band of ringers at St John the Baptist in PurAn idea that followed, to raise money toward tower roof
brook, Hampshire includes retired and current Scout and
repairs, was to offer the sponsored services of the ringers to
Cub Scout leaders, two Cubs and members of the Trefoil
the congregation for their special occasions.
Guild (retired Guiders). Consequently the last few months
have seen us run special interest evenings for a Cub pack, two We have now rung a quarter peal ‘In Memoriam’ for a family
Guide companies and the Trefoil Guild. Our guests spend a member ‘who enjoyed hearing the bells’, some of the family
couple of hours with us and learn how bells work, have a go travelled up from St Ives Cornwall to listen, prior to a Sunday
at hand bell ringing, climb the ladder to the bell chamber to evening service.
see the bells and the clock mechanism and watch a demonOnce we rang for a 30th wedding anniversary before an
stration of bell handling. The grand finale is an invitation to evening service, with Karen Schmidt our vicar presenting a
try their hand at ringing rounds with the band - under strict
supervision of course. The evenings are run by a band which
includes three children aged 10, 11 and 13 as well as retirees
and a few in betweenees - a brilliant advertisement that ringing really is for all age groups! Whilst it was not intended
to be a recruitment drive, we are delighted that another
Cub, a Guide and the Guide’s brother are all now learning
to ring. As a Cub Scout Leader I can tell you we are always
on the lookout for new and interesting challenges for the
boys. Most Scouting and Guiding groups would welcome
an opportunity to visit their local belfry.  They just need to be
asked. If you want to know more about what we have done,
please look at our web site www.purbrook-ringers.co.uk or
you can email us at purbrookringers@mac.com.”
Since then Mel has introduce her other 3 children, Esmee,
Jamie and Kezia (who couldn’t wait to be 7 years old) to
the tower and ringing. Of course with frequent visits from
Grandma (Blanche Hunt) the opportunity for a family quarEnthusiastic young handbell ringers
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suitable certificate for each occasion.
We have also dedicated extended ringing before morning
service to an eighteenth birthday, which gives our youngsters
a chance to contribute their skill toward the fabric of the
church.

Handbells

Ash Wednesday sees us with an alternative item on our
practice programme and this year, as last, saw Mel hosting us
and other regular tower visitors from the district at her house
ringing handbells.
Both method ringing and carol music were achieved and the
latter has given us an idea for our contribution to St. John
the Baptist’s Children’s Christmas services this year.

An Ancient and Modern Conclusion

We were pleased to be able to raise two teams for Portsmouth
District 6 bell Ringing competition last year and even more
pleased when our Modern youngsters rang far more steadily
than their Ancient counterparts and were placed above us
when the results were announced.
Allan Yalden

ly rewritten that on Alderney, Sark and Herm. He has used
the work of earlier bell antiquarians, the most noteworthy of
whom is perhaps the Revd. W. C. Lukis, himself a Guernseyman, to good effect to tease out the history of the bells in the
The Church Bells of The Channel Islands
various towers. He also acknowledges the contributions of
David Cawley and Frederick Sharpe
those of this generation who encouraged the work, especially
Channel Islanders Jack Worrall, John David and Peter Gallipp 132 + Foreword by the Bishop of Winchester & index;
180x230mm sewn; laminated soft covers. 46 illustrations of enne. Photographs also help us to understand the nature and
quality of the work of founders whose work is rarely found
bells.
on the Mainland, particularly those based on the Islands, and
ISBN 979-0-9543668-1-0 Winchester: The Winchester &
those French founders whose products made their way there.
Portsmouth Diocesan Guild of Ringers
For each Island the book is divided into an Introduction
£14.95 inc. p&p from CBCI Sales, 79 Merrieleas Drive,
where the relevant founders are discussed along with the traChandlers Ford, Eastleigh SO53 2FQ
ditional (and very individual) historic Uses; and a Gazetteer
where the bells are described and their history examined.
any years ago when my interests in bells extended
beyond Nottinghamshire, I bought a copy of the late
Three features particularly caught my eye. Eight pages - the
Frederick Sharpe’s book, The Church Bells of Guernsey,
longest Gazetteer entry - are devoted to the development
Alderney & Sark. I could not understand why, in spite of its and history of the Town Church bells in Guernsey. The
title, it did not include Jersey. Well, now I know: this new
Taylor eight is possibly the fourth of that number in the
book is larger in format and twice the length of the one it
tower, certainly the third: a long pedigree at any rate. It and
succeeds.
its predecessors are fully discussed and illustrated. The same
foundry has recently restored the big swinging five-bell chime
David Cawley took up Fred’s mantle (with his blessing and
that of The Sharpe Trustees) and completed the Channel Isles of French bells at St. Thomas’ R.C. Church, St. Helier. The
evolution and particulars of these bells are described in detail
in a most comprehensive way. We learn that his interest in
and a few myths put to rest. A third subject which drew me
completing the book really started when he discovered and
was the writer’s attention to the local founders: he has not
reported on the then derelict ring of six bells at St. Mark’s,
been afraid to call his own research into question following
St. Helier, Jersey. His involvement with the new St. Peter
local archaeological discoveries, especially those he quotes and
Port Town Church bells – surely one of the finest eights to
come from Loughborough – gave him new impetus to get it details at St. Brelade in Jersey and Catel in Guernsey.
finished.
One can always find mistakes and errors in publications (as I
well know to my own cost!), but there are few and I will not
This is not merely Guernsey, Alderney and Sark with Jersey
bore the reader with proof that I have read every single word.
added. Not only is this work an extension of the old book
but it fully details all the church bells in the Islands together One thing that I personally found frustrating is that the
writer has “used Fred’s method and style” by his own admiswith details of many non-ecclesiastical ones as well. David
sion: this has in the case of diatonic rings and chimes resulted
has revised and extended Fred’s work on Guernsey; he has
provided an entirely new section on Jersey and has complete- in the absence of bell diameters, except for those given for the
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relevant tenor bell, although the individual bell weights are
recorded throughout.
More than a word of praise is due to the Winchester & Portsmouth Diocesan Guild of Ringers who financed the production of the book, and particularly Jack Walters for the way in
which he has handled the final appearance and overseen the
production of the book. All profits from its sale will go to the
Winchester & Portsmouth Diocesan Guild of Ringers Bell
Restoration Fund, so there is every reason to get your cheque
off to obtain a copy. Not only is it a good read, but you will
be helping bell restoration.
George A. Dawson
Reproduced by kind permission of The Ringing World

Welcome Influx of
New Ringers

T

here must be something special in the air of North East
Hampshire. How else can you explain the sudden and
very welcome influx of many new Bell Ringers and especially
new young Bell Ringers to several Towers in the area.
At St. Mary’s in Bentworth for example there are at least four
young ringers, two of whom are already well on their way to
mastering methods and now often ring for Sunday services
and weddings.
At St. Mary, Selborne there are always new young ringers and
now that the tower has been augmented to eight bells the
signs are even more encouraging.
The new ring of six at All Saints in Alton is attracting great
interest. There are regularly two or three youngsters and let
us not forget also that Len has just taken up ringing again;
Len is over 90 years old and must be one of the regions oldest
ringers. He won’t mind me saying this.
But pride of place must surely go to St. Lawrence also in
Alton. Here we have seven, yes seven, new young ringers plus
two Mothers, that’s a total of nine new ringers. And they are
not just doing this for a short term bit of fun and then losing
interest. They have already been coming to St Lawrence regularly for over six months. They are learning fast and will soon
be moving on from Call Changes to Plain Hunting.
But spare a thought for the St Lawrence Tower Captain, Peter
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The Youngest (9) & the Eldest (92) Ringers at St Lawrence
Hicks. Of course he welcomes this new influx of interest but
I’m sure you can imagine the chaos when nine new ringers,
all girls and Mothers come to our small eight bell tower each
week and never stop talking and laughing,. We must take our
hats off to Peter, as well as to the other experienced ringers in
the tower who have been so good and patient and dedicated.
However, we must be especially grateful to these youngsters.
They create a superb atmosphere with their enthusiasm and
keenness to learn. They have given us all a new lease of life.
But let us not forget the nearby residents either who have
heard us practicing on occasional Saturday mornings and on
our regular Thursday night practices. Fortunately the clashing
and clanging is becoming less frequent and the dulcet tones
of beautiful ringing are now more often heard.
Where do all these new young ringers come from? At St
Lawrence a major factor was a school outing to Winchester Cathedral and a visit to
the bell tower there. Our young newcomers, all from the same school, came back
determined to have a go nearer to home
and pestered their parents to seek us out.
How grateful we are that they did and how
wonderful that they are still so excited by
this new interest they have discovered. Let
us hope it lasts for a long time, even a life
time.
Incidentally nearly all – in fact I think all
– the new ringers are girls. Come on boys
where are you?
A very big thank you to all these new ringers who are helping us to keep alive this
very old, very British and very beautiful
tradition of Church Bell Change Ringing.
Reg Tripp
The New Recruits
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Romsey Abbey Bells

O

n page 920 of “The Ringing World”, dated 7th September 2007, members of the Winchester and Portsmouth
Guild were pleased to read the following:“The eight bells of Romsey Abbey, together with their historic
oak bell frame, are due to arrive back in the Hampshire town
this weekend following extensive restoration work at Whites
of Appleton.
As part of the scheme Whites undertook to completely refurbish and rebuild the eighteenth century frame – replacing
some sections with new laminated wood. It is the first time
that the firm has undertaken a commission of this nature,
which entailed assembling the repaired frame in its workshop
to test for movement with the bells being swung
The Editor was delighted to be invited along by Brian White
to the test session on Thursday, 2nd August. Also present
was a delegation from the parish, including the Revd. Tim
Harling and Tower Captain Martin Daniels with his wife
Caroline and son Jonathan, David Knight from the Council
for the Care of Churches came along too.
The initial target set by structural engineer Andrew Waring
was for overall frame movement of no more than 3 mm in
either direction at the top sill – although this was reduced
to 1.5 mm. In the event the movement detected when the
three test bells were rung was well within these limits; for the
tenor the figures were 0.4 mm and 0.3 mm, the seventh 0.25
mm in both directions and the sixth 0.15 mm and 0.13 mm.
Andrew was so pleased with the result that he produced bottles of champagne to celebrate.
Whites hope to have the bells re-installed at Romsey by the
end of September and we look forward to a full story on the
project in due course.”
We know that this ring of eight bells was cast at Thomas
Mears foundry in Whitechapel, London, but cast with thick
metal cannons they weighed considerably more than the
present octave. (Tenor bell weighed 25 cwt. 0 qr. 8 lbs.). They
were opened on Monday 18th July 1791. The peal book of
“The Society Of Union Youths Of Newport, Isle Of Wight”,
which is stored in the Isle of Wight Record Office, records
many of their visits to mainland towers (They were the only
band of ringers in Hampshire capable of ringing changes
during that century). Recorded in the book for this special
event is:-

July 17th 1791
The Society of Union Youths rung at
Holyrood Church Southampton
504 Tripples
The Performers
1 W [William] Exton

5 J [Jas] Galpin

2 W [William] Rayner

6 J [James] Wood

3 W [William] Galpin

7 J [Joseph] Stephens

4 T [Thomas] Osborne

8 J [Joseph] Catlen

This Peal was call’d by Mr W. Rayner

July 18th 1791
The Society of Union Youths rung at
Romsey, Hants 504 Grandsire Tripples
The Performers
1 W [William] Exton

5 J [James] Wood

2 W [William] Rayner

6 J[oseph] Stephens

3 W [William] Galpin

7 J. Leyford of London

4 T [Thomas] Osborne

8 J [Joseph] Catlen

This Peal was call’d by Mr W. Rayner

[Could the ringer of 7 have been William Lyford who
rang in the College Youths peal that day ?]
We can make the following deductions from the documentary evidence. The eight ringers walked from Newport to
Cowes on Sunday 17th July 1791. They caught the afternoon ferry to Southampton (A sailing ship, since ships with
engines would not appear until the next century), and would
arrive at an unspecified time (Depending upon a favourable
wind) but with still enough daylight to be welcomed by the
ringers at The Church of the Holy Rhood. Here they did not
need to use expensive candles while they demonstrated how
to ring 504 changes, but it is unlikely this would be for the
church service. Ringers were paid to sound forth the bells
for national, historic and municipal occasions, but not for
church services. This dates back to partial memories of past
legislation:1547 Edward VI (ardently Protestant), issues Church of England
Injunction. This includes the ban on ringing and knolling bells
on a Sunday.
1551 Burial peals of bells (and the payment) forbidden. Replaced by the ringing of a passing bell.
1568 Rise of the Puritan Movement results in dramatic legislation.
(1) No walking etc anywhere on the Sabbath except to and from
church.
(2) No more than one bell to be sounded on the Sabbath.
1643 Act of Parliament forbids the ringing of bells on a Sunday,
together with wrestling, shooting, bowling and dancing.
1647 Act of Parliament forbids all Holy Days. This legislation
excluded celebrations and ringing for 5th November. Ringing
bells full-circle for Sunday services was not fully re-established
until the formation of Diocesan Guilds in the 1800s.
The same band, minus Jas Galpin, but replaced by Richard
Stephens, would return again the following year and ring
a “1008 Tripples” to celebrate the laying of the foundation
stone of All Saints Church, Southampton. Nine years after
this, the 1791 band, minus William Exton, Jas. Galpin and
Joseph Catlin, but replaced by P. Poor, W. Pea and J. Granger,
would ring the first quarter peal on these bells, a “1600 Bob
Majors”. They then moved to Romsey to attempt 5040 Plain
Bob Major but were foiled by a broken rope 360 changes
short. It was not until 4th October 1847 that the Holy
Rhood ringers were able to achieve, unaided, the second
quarter peal there, “1847 Grandsire Triples”
Transport to the Isle of Wight is summarised in a reference
folder in Winchester Record Office :-
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“Until 1820 all traffic to the Island had to go by packet, wherry
or hoy, and (depending on the weather) the voyage could take
hours. The charges for hire of vessels, passage fares, and carriage
of freight were determined by the Justices of the Peace for Hampshire under an Act of 1784, and are scheduled in the Order
Books of Hampshire Quarter Sessions in 1784 and annually
from 1791, either in full or by renewal. By 1820 the first paddle
steamer began to ply regularly between Southampton and Cowes.
But until 1824 when Fountain Quay in Cowes was rebuilt, and
until 1833 when the Royal Pier at Southampton was completed, passengers on the ferry had to embark and disembark by
boat…….”
It would be difficult for the ordinary citizen to discover these
timings, especially when few people could read and write.
The Elementary Education Act of 1870 introduced compulsory schooling between the ages of five and thirteen. For
Southampton residents, the “Southampton Guide for 1787,
stored in Southampton Reference Library, reads:“Packets and Hoys
A packet arrives every evening from the Isle of Wight, and returns
every morning about 8 o’clock, Mondays excepted, and that day
about twelve”
Our next assumption is that they obtained lodgings for the
night, together with supper, in a Southampton inn. They
would arise early, probably at daybreak, and after breakfast
would set off on foot towards Romsey. Washing would not
occupy much time. A quick splash of the face in a bucket of
water would suffice. Soap was a luxury item until the twentieth century, and in the eighteenth century was made by boiling animal fat with wood ashes. In the year of the opening
peal an industrial breakthrough was made by Nicolas Leblanc, producing Soda (a replacement for wood ashes) from
Salt. The dictum of Dr. Samuel Johnson was still followed
when, advising a friend not to bathe too frequently, wrote,
“Let well alone and be content. I hate immersion”. Bedtime was
still regulated by the old routine of Curfew, from the French
couvre feu. Curfew was sounded at 8 p.m. (2000 hours)
when everyone must cover their fire and go to bed. This law
was instituted by Alfred the Saxon, enforced by William I
(and hated for it). It was modified by Henry I so that it was
no longer compulsory to cover your fire or be in bed by 8
p.m., but the expensive lighting by candle could be afforded
by few.! The sounding of Curfew was continued at Romsey
up until the start of World War II, and was used for instruction in bell handling.
We assume that the ringers would ask for directions to the
Romsey road. They would know about the development of
Turnpike Roads to replace the muddy, rutted tracks, and
that by 1750 thirteen such Turnpikes were radiating from
London. The Whiteparish – Romsey – Chilworth – Swaythling (Southampton) Turnpike was completed in 1756 and
two years later was crossed by the Winchester – Hursley –
Romsey – Cadnam – Ringwood – Ferndown – Wimborne
Turnpike. Hence they would walk up The Avenue along
the current A33, and, out in the country would join the
present A27 passing through Chilworth Old Village. It is
unlikely that they visited the small church here to inspect
the two swing chiming bells. Now-a-days this is revered by
Hampshire ringers as the location of the oldest bells in the
county, one dated about 1100 and the other 1120. Arriving
at Romsey they would find eight prestigious ringers from
London, one of whom would replace Jas. Galpin as they rang
their 504 of Grandsire.
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One assumes that the Romsey citizens would provide sustenance for such a major occasion, and would listen avidly
to the music produced from the tower. This was still the era
when considerable bets would be placed on the time taken
and on the success or otherwise. The London men were successful, and, recorded in the College Youths peal book is:Rumsey in the Mead, Hants
Monday July 18 1791.
This Company rang a true pealof 5248 changes Oxford
Treble Bob in 3 hours & 20 minutes
Thomas Blakemore

1

John Povey

5

William Lyford

2

George Webb

6

William Wilson

3

Edward Simmons

7

Joseph Holdsworth

4

Samuel Muggeridge

8

This was the opening & first peal on the New Bells and
was called by Mr. Thos Blakemore.

Representatives of the press were probably present for such an
occasion. On Monday 25th July The Hampshire Chronicle
reported::“Mon. last a new peal of 8 bells, cast by Mr. Thomas Meares,
of Whitechapel, late Lister (sic), Pack and Co. was opened at
Romsey, by the Society of College Youths from London, with a
peal of Oxford treble bobs, consisting of 5248 changes, being the
extent of 13 courses which was completed in 3 hrs. 29 mins. with
that accuracy which ever distinguished the performances of that
company, and to the entire satisfaction of the inhabitants of the
town, as well as to a numerous assemblage from different parts of
the country”
The Salisbury Journal, on the same date, reported:“Monday last, a new and exceedingly musical peal of eight bells,
cast by Mr. Mears of Whitechapel, was opened at Romsey, by the
Society of College Youths from London, with a peal of Oxford
Treble Bobs, consisting of 5248 changes, being the extent of thirteen courses, and which was completed in three hours 13 minutes
(sic), with that accuracy which distinguishes the performances of
that company, and to the entire satisfaction of the inhabitants of
the town, as well as a numerous concourse of hearers assembled
from different parts of the country.”
The event was not however reported in the first ever edition
of The Observer; items such as the latest invention by Dr.
Guillotine, “a much improved device for beheading people”,
were far more newsworthy. An article in “The Bell News”
of 10th September 1910, inaccurately quoted details, as
recorded in the peal book of “The Society Of Union Youths
Of Newport, Isle Of Wight”:“July 18th , 1791, the new peal of eight bells at Rumsey, Hants.,
was opened by the College Youths with 5088 (sic.) Treble Bobb
in 3 hours and three (sic.) minutes, called by Thos. Blakemore.
[ Names of performers given ]”
The Parish paid the London ringers five guineas (£5-5s-0d
or £5 25p), a considerable sum. All were talented and quite
famous. In particular the ringer of number seven, Edward
Simmons, has a three page article devoted to him in “The
Ringing World” of 11th December 1992. An independent
bell hanger, he replaced Robert and Samuel Turner in 1783
as bell hanger for the Whitechapel foundry. Subsequently
he fitted the five bells at Sopley, the eight at Ringwood, the
five at Selbourne, the six at Bramshott, the eight at Epsom,
the eight at Leatherhead and the Romsey octave, all in the
Winchester diocese, among the 56 jobs listed in his records.
With his brother Benjamin, tower captain of the famous
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Leatherhead band, he rang many peals for the Cumberlands,
including two of Bob Major on 8th June 1778 at St. Nicholas, Brighton, with a 11,088 of Bob Major there the following year (Brother Ben walked 40 miles from Leatherhead
to Brighton turned in the Tenor and walked back!). That
year the brothers became College Youths, enabling Edward
to participate in both of these peals of Oxford Treble Bob
in 1791. Thomas Blakemore, conductor of the peal, was a
bookseller from Piccadilly in London, and was famous as the
joint author, with William Jones and John Reeves of the latest
book on bell ringing, “Clavis Campanologia”. Published in
1788, this introduced Cambridge on eight bells and the need
to ring such methods by a technique known as “Ropesight”
rather than ringing “by ear”. Five years later he produced the
second edition, with the title “New Campanologia or a Key
to the Art of Ringing”.
While we know nothing of the following celebrations, or
what follows, we do know that both bands of ringers returned to the Isle of Wight (Presumably on foot and by
ferry), because on Wednesday 20th July the same College
Youths rang a 5088 of Oxford Treble Bob Major, in 3 hours
and 11 minutes, on the bells of St. Mary, Carisbrooke. This
was the fifth peal on the bells, other College Youths having
opened them on Monday 1st October 1770 with a peal of
5040 Plain Bob Major in 3 hours and 10 minutes. In between the Union Youths had rung peals of Grandsire Triples
on 13th March 1775, 26th December 1777 and 8th March
1791. The journey home to London involved the ferry back
to Southampton, but the standing of these men would have
required them to travel in either Stage Coach or Mail coach
back to London, rather than the slow moving, Brookman’s
London Waggon, which, according to the “Southampton
Guide” for 1787:“Arrives every Monday, Wednefday, Friday and Saturday at the
Warehoufe on the Quay Southampton, and fets out the fame
days, at eight o’clock in the morning, for the Rofe Inn, Holborn
Bridge, calls at the Old White Horfe Cellar, White Bear and
Black Bear Piccadilly, and carries goods for the following towns
and places adjacent, Alresford, Winchefter, Ifle of Wight, Jerfey
and Guernfey.”
The coaches would take only thirteen hours for the same
journey:“Colliers Stage Coach. Star Inn 5 a.m. - Bell Savage, Ludgate
Hill about 6 p.m. return 4 a.m. - arrive same evening. Sundays
excepted.”
The Mail Coach, with its armed guard, would be quicker:“Mail Coach. 8 p.m. - Alton - Farnham - Bell and Crown,
Holborn return 8 p.m. Sundays excepted.”
To this day there is a plaque attached to the wall of the Star
Hotel, Below Bar, Southampton which reads:“COACH TO LONDON
(Sundays excepted)
ALRESFORD ALTON
PERFORMS
10 HOURS”
There is documentary evidence of other work performed
upon these bells and fittings up to 2007. The Basingstoke
Parish Magazine for 1894 prints a report for the Annual
Meeting of the St. Michael’s ringers, held on Tuesday 20th
February 1894:. “...The accounts were passed, some sums of money voted, including a donation to the fund for re-hanging the bells at Romsey

Abbey”
This resulted from a report in “The Bell News” of 1893
describing the bells as:“..for some years… quite unfit for change ringing…”
That year Messrs. Blackburn and Greenleaf of Salisbury
strengthened the wooden frame and re-hung the bells on new
bearings.
In the 53rd Guild Report, George Williams, in his Guild
Master’s report stated:“……Romsey Abbey eight retuned, the third, fifth and seventh
re-cast and all re-hung in ball bearings by Mears and Stainbank,
while other minor jobs are about to be taken in hand.”
The Minute Book of the Guild Executive, which met on 1st
July 1933 at Winchester, informs us:“.. that bells 3, 5, and 7 had been recast, the 8 bells had been
retuned, and the bells rehung on ball bearings by Mears and
Stainbank.”
Grants of 2 guineas were given from the Bell Restoration
Fund (Called the Special Purposes Fund in those days), and
were also made to Barton Stacey and Ryde at that meeting.
In 1933 this fund contained £35-14-10, and the Guild Fund
£59-18-9. Details of relevant discussion in previous years are
lost to us since the Minute Book for the previous seven years
is missing. The recasting of bells 3, 5 and 7 relates to their
origin at the Whitechapel bellfoundry of Thomas Mears. In
1791 the other five bells were found to be “maiden bells”.
They needed no further tuning, but 3, 5 and 7, like many
eighteenth century bells, required tuning by removing lumps
of bell metal from the sound bow using hammer and chisel,
resulting in cracked bells years later.
In 1976 the 1928 recommendation by Whitechapel foundry
was effected by replacing the original, worn out, wooden
headstocks with cast iron ones, removing the old cannons
from the five “maiden bells”, modifying the clappers and
replacing the wooden wheels.
But what of the bells pre-1791? An article in “The Ringing World”, issue 3496 [28th April 1978] suggests that a
campanile stood in the churchyard on the north side of the
Abbey. The Roman Catholic community, set up in Romsey
Abbey in the tenth century, was dissolved in 1539 (Part of
the Reformation and just before Henry VIII married wife
number 4, Anne of Cleeves). In 1539 the Abbey was sold
to the Romsey parishioners for £100, the Deed of Sale still
being in the possession of the church authorities. Records
show that, in 1554, when Romsey townspeople obtained
some of the church plate from the Crown, they expressed
concern about their bells. “Hitherto, the bells had hung in
a tower separate from the church and situate to the north of
the church, on a plot of ground east of the great churchyard.”
Other records show that there were six bells and the tower
was dedicated to St. Lawrence. In 1558, Sir Francis Fleming
made an entry in his will. “I give to the Church of Rumsey, towards the hanging of the bells in the tower 20s.” In 1557 Simon
Clerke had also left 13s 4d towards the rehanging. In 1624
an entry in Romsey church registers states,“This year were the
bells hung up in the tower, a little before Christmas, and in the
January following was the old belfry taken down; J. Cooper and
William Elderfield, Churchwardens.” Romsey parish registers
contain an interesting entry for 1638. This notes that the
burial of John Annery took place on 11th. June, killed by a
fall of the great bell of the tower. On page 60 of “Hampshire
Church Bells” by Revd. W. E. Colchester, we read about a
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bell cast for Romsey by “I. H.” in 1637. These initials were
Page 65.
part of the inscription on bells, cast in local churchyards,
The story of the bells of Romsey Abbey is not without interest, although
by the itinerant bellfounder, John Higden. He had been the somewhat vague. They are mentioned in two wills, dated 1558, as requirforeman of Joseph Carter, owner of the bell foundry at Read- ing “hanging in the tower”. Dr. Latham says this “tower” was a building
standing apart from the main structure, on its north-east side, and that
ing. Carter became responsible for the Whitechapel foundry this campanile was “pulled down in January 1624” after the removal
in London from 1606 to 1610, after which “I. H.” became a of the bells to the church. He does not give their number, but he says
travelling man. His earliest bell in Hampshire, at Corhamp- the largest and most ancient bell belonged to the old Abbey, and was
ton, is dated 1619. Records at Winchester College for 1636 inscribed: “J.H.C. Masaran Rex Judoem”. He gives the inscriptions and dates
of six, and says the fourth bell was dated 1603, the fifth 1630, the sixth
- 37 contain :1691. From this it would appear that there were only two bells at the
“ Pro vehiculo ad vehendum campanam ad Rumsey et retro 18/0 time of their removal to the roof of the church [Was this in 1558?] and
Sol ly Bell-Caster pro metallo novo super infuso 83£ et dimidis, that a third was added prior to the induction of Rev. Antony White.
It can be imagined how little attention would be paid to the upkeep of
et pro opere eius et pro ly wast, secundum pactam £11-16-6”
the Abbey during the Rebellion,[Was this the English Civil War August
1642 – 1649? ] Also that after the death of Rev. Antony White in 1648, his
My “O Level” Latin (1952, Fail !), indicates:successor, the Rev. John Warren, is said by some authorities to have been
“For a conveyance for transporting the bell to Romsey, and return an intruder, and by Woodward to have been “among the Black Batholom18/0. To the Bell Caster for new metal for pouring above 83£
ew sufferers”. Therefore, all things considered, it is not surprising that the
bell supports, among other things, were allowed to decay, and that “…in
and through the middle (of the cope and core ?), and for his
1665 the big bell fell down and was recast at Salisbury in 1702 at a cost
work, and for the second agreement £11-16-6”
of £80”. That would be in the 12th year of the ministry of the Rev. Wm
On a recent visit to the Winchester Record Office, amongst Mayo, in whose times the chimes were also made.
the books relating to Romsey we found the following:In Miss Chignells “History of Romsey” (1896) it says:
“In 1792 six ancient bells weighing 81 cwts. 3 qrs. 21 lbs. were sold to
“Up And Down Old Romsey”
Messrs Mears of Whitechapel for £360 – 10s – 6d. An old placard in the
(Book 187, Shelf 29)
belfry give the date of the opening of the present peal on Monday, July
This is a book with a black cover but no title. It consists of a 8 (sic.), 1791, and the names of the then ringers. They cost £673 – 14s –
series of printed pages with the above title pasted onto blank 10d, the outlay, after the sale of the old bells, being £313 – 4s – 4d.”
Derek Jackson.
sheets.

Andover District 80th Anniversary Dinner

5

the occasion was cut
by the life-members
- Jane and Terry
Tarrant, Mike Goss
and Brian Oakes, who
were present. Thanks
must go to Christine
and Gill who did a
lot of the initial work
organising things.
A rose plant ‘Our
Jubilee’ was presented
to Barbara and flowers
Below - The Life Members cut the Birthday Cake were presented to
l-r Mike Goss, Brian Oakes, Jane & Terry Tarrant Christine in thanks
for all their work.
The evening was
truly a memorable
occasion.
Over the weekend
4 quarter peals
were rung, organised by David
Huxford and Alec
Grey

1 people met at the Red Lion Country Inn, Clanville to
celebrate the 80th Anniversary of the first meeting of the
Andover District. Present members were joined by a number
of past members and it was great to catch up on news with
old friends. The evening began with a welcome and short
speech from the District Chairman, Barbara Townsend, followed by some handbell ringing by Chris Caryer, Liz Thornton, Mike Winterbourne and Louise Rustell. We then settled
down to an excellent dinner. After dinner photographs of past
exploits, records of anniversary peals rung in 1968 and 1979
were pored over for familiar faces and names. A cake marking

Barbara Townsend - District Chairman - opens the proceedings
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Successful Guild Education Day

A

ndy and Sallie Ingram organised another
successful training day on 1 March in the
Hawkley area. There were two groups of students, one concentrating on Cambridge Minor
and the other attempting methods beyond
Cambridge. The latter group worked on London
in the morning then had the opportunity to try
Beverley, Surfleet or Norwich after lunch. The
practical sessions (i.e. ringing) were at Blackmoor
and Selborne and, since it was a glorious sunny
day, we also enjoyed exploring the country lanes
of northern Hampshire. All students made
considerable progress, their achievements made
possible by the support of the many helpers who
turned up to assist. A very big ‘Thank you’ to all
those who helped with this event and without
whom such days could not happen.
Polly Osborne
Studied concentration as Andy explains the mysteries of Beverley

Keith Walpole 1943 - 2007

K

eith’s funeral service took place at Basingstoke St.
Michael’s on Tuesday 23rd October with the Andover
District well represented. There was open ringing both before
and after the service with the final ringing, a half course of
‘Yorkshire’, in which both Liz Thornton and Helen Piper
took part.
Although Keith lived in Basingstoke he took a keen interest
in the Andover District and rang in several Surprise Minor
Peals including the 33 methods rung at Sherfield on Loddon
on April 15th 2006.
At the funeral service the Revd Jo Stoker in her address spoke
of Keith as a warm hearted, generous man who would always
go out of his way to do anybody a good turn as I can testify.
Many of our peals were rung at Amport, 12 in all with Keith.
He would pick me up in Kingsclere and then insist on driving me back all the way home to Newbury. This was typical
of the man.
We had our humorous moments too. Once after a peal at
Midgham we went to the Three Horseshoes at Brimpton.
Looking into the best room Keith came out saying, ‘That’s
too posh for us.’ The landlady overheard him and was not
amused. ‘That’s how my regular customers like it sir’ she
retorted. We saw it out and had a meal as well.
Most of our peals were 6 bell ones but we did ring the odd
8 bell one. He rang in `Kingsclere Surprise’ to celebrate the
anniversary of the first peal rung on those bells. He came on
all my Highclere outings but had to back out of the last one
in May because of his illness. Around that time we rang a
second peal at Midgham which Keith came along to listen to
and that was the last time I spoke to him. We never did have
that last pint together.

My last peal with him was 21 Surprise Minor at Wolverton
on 21st March where he also rang on Sundays. He rang the
second. We had had a break since Amport as his illness was
already beginning to show. We had hoped to pursue the
Surprise Minor field and go on from the 33 at Sherfield but it
was not to be.
He came to ‘The Taste of England’ for Sylvia and my Golden
Wedding celebrations in March 2005 and was a frequent
visitor to Highclere assisting with some of the more difficult
methods for Quarter Peals. Keith was upset to think that his
life would be cut short but bore his illness bravely giving his
daughter away at her wedding only a fortnight before his
death.
We shall miss him with our Minor Band. The Third Thursday
Band rang a peal at Hurstbourne Priors on 18th October and
a Quarter Peal of ‘Grandsire Triples’ was rung at Highclere
on the evening of the Funeral. The Minor Band he was part
of rang a peal of Cambridge Minor at Amport on December
1st, a second of 7 Surprise Minor with one new method,
Baughurst, devised by Keith, was rung on January 12th at
Wolverton.
My first meeting with Keith was on Sunday February 12th
1994 when he conducted a peal of Yorkshire at Deane. He
had already been in Basingstoke pursuing his other hobby of
boating some 10 years. He was bringing up a young family
and doing a little ringing at Church Oakley but once the
family had grown up he was able to devote proper attention
to ringing.
Perhaps his greatest achievement was conquering his fear of
Andover tower stairs and ringing a peal of London Surprise
Major on October 15th 2005.
Geoff Dodd
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Plain Bob Royal – So Nearly!

A

s thoughts were beginning to turn to 2008 which would
see the 80th anniversary of the founding of the Andover
District, I thought it would be a nice idea to commemorate
the anniversary with a peal – not just any peal but one that
would match the occasion and bring about a number of
achievements.
During last year’s District outing I started asking various
District members if they would like to participate in this
venture. I wrote to Jenny James at Whitchurch and received a
prompt reply stating that we could have the bells in January. I
also asked if we could ring a practice quarter peal in the usual
Sunday afternoon slot prior to Evensong in order to give the
band a chance to acclimatise to all aspects of the subsequent
peal attempt.
It occurred to me that a 5080 would be an appropriate length
so I set about researching the possibilities of ringing a 5080
of Plain Bob Royal. A 5080 cannot be achieved with a round
number of conventional length courses; one has to find two
extra leads from somewhere! Due to the dearth of compositions of this length I set about composing one myself. As I
was playing around with the figures I started to see all sorts
of musical possibilities – but this would involve moving the
back bells all over the place. Would a band that is on the
whole fairly inexperienced in ringing on ten be able to cope
with the very unusual coursing orders and a lack of a familiar
framework of back bells in order to produce the desired music? I ended up producing a 5080 with all the ‘near misses’,
i.e. changes with one pair of bells swapped over, Queens plus
7890s and 567890s off the front.
There was only one way to find out if the band could meet
this challenge – and if the composer could call it! So we met
up at Whitchurch on Sunday January 13th for an attempt at
a quarter peal based on an extract from the peal. I had in the
meantime asked Roger Knight if there was any possibility of
making the bells more audible for the benefit of the band.
This he duly did. However, by the time we met up for the
quarter I was still suffering the legacy of my first ever bout
of ‘flu, a completely useless right ear! In the run-up to the
quarter I had given the ringers a good idea of what to expect

St. George’s, Arreton. Isle of Wight.
Monday 5th May 2008.

“Ring In” and “Open Day”.
Ringing from 10.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. and 2 p.m. - 4
p.m.
Tea and coffee available. Lovely bells and a beautiful
church to enjoy. The Arreton Barns Craft Centre and
two good hostelries very close by!
All visitors welcome. Free admission to ringers and
non-ringing visitors. Donations welcomed. Proceeds
of the event to “Caring Cancer Trust” - charity No.
1052205.
Further details from Viv Nobbs - Tel: 01983 530920
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and on the evening itself, having given out copies of the peal,
ran through the composition. We set off at a steady pace and,
having coped with the unusual aspects very well, a quarter
was duly rung. Congratulations to Simon for ringing his
first on ten – and in very good unfussy style too! I found my
monaural hearing somewhat disconcerting but it was obvious that there was improvement in the audibility of the bells.
Immediately afterwards I asked the band if they were happy
to go for the peal in the same vein or whether they would
prefer to ring something safer. It was unanimously thought
that we could meet the challenge of the former – but ring a
little faster! There was just one substitution necessary on this
occasion. I am grateful to Mike Goss for ringing in the place
that Tim Pink would take up in the peal attempt.
Whitchurch, Hants. 13 Jan, 1440 PB Royal: Simon
Lipscombe (1st on 10) 1, Helen Piper 2, Matthew Holbrook 3, Roger Knight 4, Mike Winterbourne 5, Geoff
Dodd 6, Mike Goss 7, Paul Rampton 8, Chris Caryer (C)
9, Colin Hares 10. For Evensong.

It was now down to me to make sure that I had learned the
peal composition as thoroughly as I could – and hope that
my right ear would clear up in time!
Two weeks later and with my hearing fully restored we met
up for the peal and set off at a good pace. Just one or two
comments were needed regarding the striking and as we
approached the first difficult phase of the peal I issued an
instruction to the ringers to keep their wits about them. The
‘near-misses’ were mainly rung well and when Queens came
up well there was an audible approval from one member
of the band. At about halfway I noticed that two bells had
swapped over. This was put right but the intervening 7-8
‘near-miss’ didn’t come out that well. The last but two course
end came up OK and I urged the ringers to be alert as we
entered the last awkward phase. A few leads in I noticed that
there had been another swap. Unfortunately I had to make
a couple of calls that would split the bells all over the place
and in the ensuing mêlée I had no option but the set up the
attempt.
We were obviously disappointed that we had rung for 3 hours
11 minutes to no avail. It would have been the first ten-bell
peal rung by an all-District band within the District. It was
nevertheless an extremely good attempt by the band and I
enjoyed the challenge of calling a difficult composition. I felt
particularly sorry for Simon who had rung the treble most reliably and hope that he hasn’t been put off by this experience.
We opened the doors only to see a local press photographer
waiting to take a picture of what should have been a triumphant band. We managed to smile despite our disappointment and set off for The White Hart in surprisingly good
spirits.
We want to go for a peal again in the latter part of the year. It
was thought that we should ring something a little easier. To
this end the composer is working on a more straightforward
composition; a 5080 is still possible but on a different plan.
My sincerest thanks go to all those involved in this endeavour
– so far!
Chris Caryer
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Isle of Wight District Dinner 2007

O

n Saturday December
8th “The Isle of Wight
District” members and their
guests enjoyed another brilliant
Christmas Dinner at “The Chequers, Rookley”. The food was
very good as usual, the company
was excellent and our newly
found “Showman” - Peter Smith,
District Chairman - received a 5
star rating for his (risqué) after
dinner speech.
During the evening, other
entertainment was provided:
Niton Ringers rang some lovely
Christmas Carols on hand bells
and the revellers joined in with
some gusto; seven Island ringers
risked their previously untarnished reputation and, performing as “The Wight Wailers”, gave
a rendition of “The Ringers’
Handbook” in the form of a
Psalm setting for SATB. One
of “The Wight Wailers” believed
that they had heard this around
thirty years ago at a “W & P” Guild Dinner. We wonder if
the Guild had considered asking the tutors on the Teaching
Bell Handling courses to sing this to their pupils as a matter
of course!
The evening saw around 50 in attendance - that must have
been a record. We want to break the record this year. The
Dinner will be on Saturday 13th December 2008 - “Same
time, same place”. Maximum number is 60; 20 places are
booked already!
Our thanks to Paul Miller for organising such a grand event
for us once again.
Viv Nobbs.

The picture is of Theo Lloyd (non-ringer) on the left and the other (with
the “Hat”) is Ted Duff - Arreton ringer. He’s been ringing with us
for about 6 months after several decades “Break”. He used to ring at
Brading. He seemed to have enjoyed being back “In the fold” whereas
Theo seemed to have been wondering if he should even consider learning
to ring, if this was the result!

Guild Officers
Guild Master - David Strong
Hon. General Secretary - Pam Thompson Hon. Treasurer - Michael Bubb
Hon. Peal Recorder - Jonathon Hetherington Hon. Librarian and Archivist - Bruce Purvis
Hon. Report Editor - John Palk Minutes Secretary - Francis Mitchell
BRF Trustees - Andrew Case (Portsmouth Diocese), Jack Walters (Winchester Diocese)
Central Council Representatives - Michael Church, Hugh Routh, Anthony P Smith,
David Strong and Mike Winterbourne
Independent Examiner - Peter Clarke
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Wendy Rings
the Bell

R

eaders of the Ringing World amongst you
will have noticed that ringers from Hampshire won two out of the three prizes in the
Ringing World Christmas Competitions. We
were lucky enough to keep one of the prizes in
the Portsmouth District. I entered all three competitions, and was very surprised and delighted
to have won the Crossword Competition. The
prize for this was a Town Crier’s bell from Taylor
Eayre & Smith, which arrived at the beginning
of February. I am shown holding the bell in the
accompanying photograph on the left.
My bell ringing was started by a friend taking me
on a bell ringing tour in 1999. Some very experienced people were ringing, and I was watching in
delight as I listened to some complicated ringing.
I promised to find out more.
I kept that promise and started ringing at my
nearest tower in Botley, where I still ring. I help
out at Curdridge too, and am Treasurer of the
tower.
I will keep this bell to remind me in years hence
of some wonderful times I have had from bellringing.
Wendy Smart
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Guild News is published twice a year. Its aim is to improve communication between ringers in all parts of our widespread
Guild and to communicate the fun of ringing generally. It is distributed free via District Secretaries to all towers in the
Guild. Additional copies are available from the editor for £1.
Editor: David Forder, 4 Cranberry Close, Marchwood, Southampton, SO40 4YT.
Tel. 023 8087 2399 Email david@ringmarch.com
Please send material for publication to the editor. Most articles will cover ringing and social activities in the Guild which
might be of general appeal to all ringers, accompanying photographs are most welcome and will be returned. The editor
reserves the right to edit as necessary.
Material for publication in the next issue of Guild News should reach the editor by 1st September 2008
Guild Web Site www.wp-ringers.org.uk
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